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CO2 Injection in the Network of Carbonate Fractures (Petroleum Engineering)Springer, 2020

	
		This book presents guidelines for the design, operation and monitoring of CO2 injection in fractured carbonates, with low permeability in the rock matrix, for geological storage in permanent trapping. 

	
		CO2 migration is dominated by fractures in formations where the hydrodynamic and geochemical effects induced by the...
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CCIE Security Practice Labs (CCIE Self-Study)Cisco Press, 2004
The explosive growth of the Internet economy over the past  several years and new IP-based enterprise applications has heightened  requirements for continuous availability of mission-critical data. Today's  network administrators and managers are under big pressure to satisfy  ever-increasing demands from customers, suppliers,...
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The Inmates Are Running the Asylum : Why High Tech Products Drive Us Crazy and How to Restore the Sanity (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
The Inmates are Running the Asylum argues that, despite appearances, business executives are simply not the ones in control of the high-tech industry. They have inadvertently put programmers and engineers in charge, leading to products and processes that waste huge amounts of money, squander customer loyalty, and erode competitive advantage. They...
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Security and Usability: Designing Secure Systems That People Can UseO'Reilly, 2005
Human factors and usability issues have traditionally played a limited role in security research and secure systems development. Security experts have largely ignored usability issues--both because they often failed to recognize the importance of human factors and because they lacked the expertise to address them.
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Rippling: Meta-Level Guidance for Mathematical ReasoningCambridge University Press, 2005
    The automation of mathematical reasoning has been an important topic of research almost since computers were invented. The new technique of rippling, described here for the first time in book form, is designed to be an approach to mathematical reasoning that takes into account ideas of heuristics and searching. Rippling addresses...
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LDAP Programming, Management, and IntegrationManning Publications, 2002
Focusing on the practical application of the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, this tutorial is geared toward IS professionals and software developers who are responsible for getting the maximum potential from their directories by integrating them with existing processes and applications. As the Internet standard for directory services, LDAP...
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Practical Aspects of Knowledge Management: 6th Internatioal Conference, PAKM 2006, Vienna, Austria, November 30-December 1, 2006, ProceedingsSpringer, 2007
The biennial PAKM Conference Series offers a communication platform and meeting ground for practitioners and researchers involved in developing and deploying advanced business solutions for the management of knowledge in organizations. PAKM is a forum for people to share their views, exchange ideas, develop new insights, and envision completely new...
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Professional BizTalk Server 2006Wrox Press, 2007
This book provides insight into how industry experts have successfully architected, developed, and maintained Microsoft BizTalk Server in mission-critical environments. Authored by highly-regarded consultants with a wealth of knowledge on designing, building, and operating enterprise applications using BizTalk, this comprehensive guide gives you...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: Europe (Encyclopedia of World Cultures)Macmillan Technical, 1992
Europe is in tremendous flux. Political boundaries and designations are changing with dizzying speed. Population mobility is altering the human landscape in astonishing and unpredictable ways. To publish this volume on European cultures at this particular historical juncture provides both a wonderful opportunity to offer a much-needed resource to...
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Internet: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The Most Comprehensive Guide to Today's Internet
Get connected and take full advantage of all the Internet has to offer using this resource written by best-selling computer book author Margaret Levine Young. Whether you use the Internet at home just for fun or in a small office or large organization, you'll find tons of in-depth and useful...
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Building Embedded Linux SystemsO'Reilly, 2008
There's a great deal of excitement surrounding the use of Linux in embedded systems -- for everything from cell phones to car ABS systems and water-filtration plants -- but not a lot of practical information. Building Embedded Linux Systems offers an in-depth, hard-core guide to putting together embedded systems based on Linux. 
  ...
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Advanced Error Control Techniques for Data Storage SystemsCRC Press, 2005
With the massive amount of data produced and stored each year, reliable storage and retrieval of information is more crucial than ever. Robust coding and decoding techniques are critical for correcting errors and maintaining data integrity. Comprising chapters thoughtfully selected from the highly popular Coding and Signal Processing for Magnetic...
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